
THE TALL GROUP & DIA EUROPE (KAPPA)

The TALL Group of Companies is a UK leader in the provision of secure print and payment services. Operating from three secure, 
Pay.UK accredited sites, the Group uses all of its combined knowledge and expertise to provide bespoke, innovative security 
print solutions.

TALL prides itself in being at the forefront of security printing and payments solutions, acting as a trusted partner to Clearing 
Banks and other financial institutions, working together with these organisations for nearly 30 years.

In addition, TALL has worked in close collaboration with technology partners such as DIA Europe, whose KAPPA Fraud 
Prevention platform validates cheques passing through the central image clearing system. This close partnership has resulted 
in the development of an automated cheque verification tool, based on a UCN (Unique Code Number), designed to minimise 
fraudulent activity, in particular the counterfeiting of cheques.

CHEQUE FRAUD

According to UK Finance ‘Fraud the Facts 2019’, cheque fraud losses increased to £20.6 million in 2018. This is the first rise in 
cheque fraud reported in seven years. A total of £218.2 million of cheque fraud was prevented in 2018, up by three per cent 
on 2017. This is equivalent to £9.14 in every £10 of attempted cheque fraud being stopped before a loss occurs. This remains 
the highest proportion of attempted fraud prevented across all types of payment fraud.

CHEQUE FRAUD PREVENTION & IMAGE SURVIVABLE FEATURES

The addition of Image Survivable Features (ISF’s) onto the face of the cheque can greatly help with fraud prevention and ISF’s 
are becoming more readily available. Such features enable the cheque data to be captured and encrypted within a unique 
coded number (UCN) that can be applied to the original paper cheque, thereby ensuring the validation of the item when the 
image is scanned within the new Image Clearing System (ICS) introduced in the UK in October 2017. Counterfeit items can 
then be more readily identified.

WHAT IS A UCN?

A UCN is an ISF consisting of an encrypted code number printed on the face of the cheque. A UCN provides the bank and its 
cheque-issuing corporate customers with a robust and comprehensive cheque fraud prevention platform which fully survives 
the imaging process of the ICS.
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The UCN is printed in two locations on the cheque
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TALL Security Print Limited
Unit 2, Pembroke Court, Manor Park

Runcorn, Cheshire  WA7 1TJ
Tel: 01928 579200

CHECKPRINT Limited
Alan Bray Close, Dodwells Bridge Industrial Estate

Hinckley, Leicestershire  LE10 3BP
Tel: 01455 615616

DLRT Limited
Lissue Industrial Estate East, Unit 3, 9 Lissue Walk

Lisburn, Co. Antrim  BT28 2LU
Tel: 028 9262 2999

UCN & ‘SPECIAL’ CORPORATE CHEQUES

The UCN, currently being applied to some banks’ personal cheques can also be applied to your Corporate ‘Special’ Cheques in 
the same way. 

The UCN has been developed by The TALL Group and financial fraud prevention specialists, DIA Kappa. The UCN is classed as 
an Image Survivable Feature (ISF), suitable for deployment and use in the new Image Clearing System (ICS).

The TALL Group UCN encrypts the individual Cheque Number, Sort Code and Account Number into a simple alphanumeric 
string using a secure encryption algorithm which is printed onto the cheque in two designated positions. The UCN is always 
printed in two locations to ensure capture even if a receipt stamp has been used or it is otherwise obscured. As such it can be 
applied to both personal and ‘Special’ cheques.

The UCN is validated within the (DIA) Kappa Fraud Platform during the clearing process against the actual image of the 
cheque and discrepancies automatically flagged for review by fraud prevention operatives in the clearing system.
As an Image Survivable Feature, the UCN will remain visible on the cheque after scanning and the cheque image passed into 
the new image-based clearing system for processing.

The end result is comprehensive validation and protection against counterfeit cheques.

For more information, please contact one of our sales offices below and we will be pleased to help you.
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UCN IMPLEMENTATION

Please follow the steps below to include UCN on your ‘Special’ Cheques: -

1. Confirm with your Bank that the UCN validation process is enabled, and obtain approval from your Bank 
Relationship Director/Manager

2. Contact your ‘Special’ cheque provider, and advise that you wish the UCN , as approved by your bank, to 
be included in all your ‘Special’ cheques

3. Your provider will either: -
a. proceed, as they will already have implemented the TALL Group UCN within their cheque printing 

routine
OR
b. need to contact the TALL Group (see contact details below) to obtain the TALL Group UCN API to 

integrate into their cheque printing routine.
4. Go ahead!


